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Available: May 2011

HP900PSN

The iconic Iron Cobra footboard design, 
morphed and streamlined for 2011.

The new smoother design reduces footboard 
friction. This allows for more sensitivity, 

precision and control while addressing a 
wide range of playing styles and techniques.

Tama engineers are a restless lot.

Even though tens of thousands of drummers 
have put their trust in the Iron Cobra for over 
a decade, its improvement has been unending. 
The 2011 model is the sum total of dozens 
of enhancements that, when added up, make 

for one of the best-known bass drum 
pedals in drum history.

OILES Bearings are one of the most important 
features of the Iron Cobra. To reinforce its 

durability, we increased the shaft’s thickness 
from 5mm to 6mm.

This bearing housing 
produces less stress 
on the bearings and 
therefore provides 
lighter and smoother 
pedal action.

Power Glide 
Features a double-chained  
offset cam which increases  
power and speed as the  
beater reaches the end  
of the stroke.

Rolling Glide 
Features a true round-shaped 
sprocket with a double chain for 
more durability, while still providing 
the smooth, uniform response of 
the traditional round cam.

Flexi Glide 
Many players still love the “floating” 
action of a strap pedal. The Flexi 
Glide pedal features a strap made 
of Dupont ©Kevlar, much more 
durable than the old style nylon 
and leather straps.
(©Kevlar is a registered trademark  
of the Dupont Corporation.)

Rock Solid Strength
and Versatility!

More Durable Hinge
Carrying Case

New Bearing 
Housing

New Item# Old Item# Description List SMAP UPC

HP900PSN HP900PS Iron Cobra Single Pedal Power Glide $269.98 $179.99 606559716616

HP900RSN HP900RS Iron Cobra Single Pedal Rolling Glide $269.98 $179.99 606559716647

HP900FSN HP900FS Iron Cobra Single Pedal Flexi Glide $269.98 $179.99 606559716593

HP900PSWN HP900PSW Iron Cobra Twin Pedal Power Glide $599.98 $399.99 606559716623

HP900FSWN HP900FSW Iron Cobra Twin Pedal Rolling Glide $599.98 $399.99 606559716609

HP900RSWN HP900RSW Iron Cobra Twin Pedal Flexi Glide $599.98 $399.99 606559716654

HP900PSWLN HP900PSWL Iron Cobra Left-Handed Twin Pedal Power Glide $599.98 $399.99 606559716630

http://www.americanmusical.com/Tama


HH805N

HH905N

Spring tension of the Iron Cobra Hi-hat stands can now  
be adjusted easily with a single hand. Incremental tension  
settings are increased to six, allowing every drummer  
to dial up the perfect resistance level.

The spring assembly in the 
hi-hat seat tilts the bottom 
cymbal only when you open the 
hi-hat cymbals. By adjusting 
the spring tension, you can 
adjust the angle to achieve your 
preferred degree of half-open 
sound or closed sound.

Minimizing the contact area  
between the clutch and top hi-hat 
cymbal increases the hi-hat cymbal’s 
natural resonance. In place of the 
traditional felt washer, we created a 
special nylon washer that minimizes 
cymbal contact, allowing the cymbal 
to vibrate to its fullest.
*HH905N & HH805N also includes your choice  
  of traditional felt washers.

2011 Iron Cobra 
Hi-Hat Stands

More Precise Spring 
Tension Adjustment

Spring Supported  
Hi-Hat Seat

New Hi-Hat Clutch
Minimal Cymbal Contact

New Item# Old Item# Description List SMAP UPC

HH805N HH805 Iron Cobra Lever Glide Hi-Hat Stand $333.32 $199.99 606559716661

HH905N HH905 Iron Cobra Velo Glide Hi-Hat Stand $349.98 $209.99 606559716678

Available: May 2011
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